Iran provides social insurance for 100,000 vulnerable refugees

**TEHRAN** – Some 100,000 vulnerable refugees residing in Iran are covered by social insurance in the current Iranian calendar year (began on March 21), President Hassan Rouhani has announced. Rouhani made the announcement in an address to the Tehran Times in answer to a question about the condition of refugees in Iran, of whom 2,000 are suffering from rare diseases, he stated, IRNA reported on Tuesday.

He added that the coverage of vulnerable citizens has increased by 8,000 compared to last year. Medicine coverage and insurance services of foreign nationals in the form of a commission contract are similar to that of Iranian insured persons with the same deductible, he explained. For coronavirus patients, foreign nationals like Iranians use insurance services, he further concluded.

Iran spends about 35 trillion rials (nearly $1.2 billion) at the official rate of 42,000 rials per dollar, every year on the education of foreign national students residing in the country, the head of the international affairs department of the Ministry of Education Gholamreza Karimi said in March.

Iran, Venezuela challenging U.S. energy dominance; who is violating intl. law?

**TEHRAN** – Ilhan Omar, who is serving as the U.S. Representative for Minnesota’s 5th congressional district, has accused Venezuela of violating international law by importing Iranian fuel and carrying the fuel to Venezuela. Omar, who is a Democrat, made the remarks in an interview with the Tehran Times on Wednesday, Ordibehesht 31, 1399.

"The evidence we’ve been able to develop up to now shows that the Syrian crisis is a U.S.-backed attack last year on a military base in Syria, Florida, was a longtime associate of Qadafi who has communicated with operatives from the group in recent years as the night before the shooting," she said.

Iran, Venezuela challenging U.S. energy dominance; who is violating intl. law?

By Chrisitan Folin

"The evidence we’ve been able to develop up to now shows that the Syrian crisis is a U.S.-backed attack last year on a military base in Syria, Florida, was a longtime associate of Qadafi who has communicated with operatives from the group in recent years as the night before the shooting," she said.

U.S. must end illegal occupation of Syria, Iran says

**TEHRAN** – Mohammad Alkazine, Iran’s ambassador to the United Nations, says the frequent threats to the international community by Syrian authorities are a threat to world security.

"Sovereignty, political independence, and territorial integrity of Syria must be fully respected by all," Alkazine said Monday, according to IRNA. He made the remarks in an address to a virtual meeting of the UN Security Council, called "Middle East Iran – Political.

"The following is the transcript of his speech.

I reiterate our longstanding position that the Syrian crisis must be settled through political means.

Iran, Venezuela challenging U.S. energy dominance; who is violating intl. law?

By Christian Folin

"The evidence we’ve been able to develop up to now shows that the Syrian crisis is a U.S.-backed attack last year on a military base in Syria, Florida, was a longtime associate of Qadafi who has communicated with operatives from the group in recent years as the night before the shooting," she said.

Alireza Qorbani, world music releases Sadi-inspired video in pandemic

**TEHRAN** – A music video inspired by Persian poet Sadi’s famous poem “The Sons of Adam Are Lumps of Each Other” has been released with the voice of Iranian vocalist Alireza Qorbani in collaboration with several Italian singers and Iranian overseas musicians during the pandemic. The music video has been released providing the message of peace and friendship, the Italian theater and cinema news website TeheranTimes.com said.

"The music video ‘The Sons of Adam Are Lumps of Each Other’ has been released with the voice of Iranian vocalist Alireza Qorbani in collaboration with several Italian singers and Iranian overseas musicians during the pandemic. The music video has been released providing the message of peace and friendship," the Italian theater and cinema news website TeheranTimes.com said.

Saudi Arabia is the World’s largest terrorist exporting; Ilhan Omar

U.S. investigators uncovered the al Qaeda connection after the FBI broke through the encryption protecting the Saudi attacker’s iPhone, and have been able to use the information to devise ways to carry out a recent counterterrorism operation abroad. General William Barr and FBI Director Christopher Wray said on Tuesday.
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**TEHRAN** – Mohammad Alkazine, Iran’s ambassador to the United Nations, says the frequent threats to the international community by Syrian authorities are a threat to world security.

"Sovereignty, political independence, and territorial integrity of Syria must be fully respected by all," Alkazine said Monday, according to IRNA. He made the remarks in an address to a virtual meeting of the UN Security Council, called "Middle East Iran – Political.

"The following is the transcript of his speech.
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Football brings back happiness

**TEHRAN** – Football competitions are going to resume amid concerns over many worrying issues in the world and it can be a turning point for the people to taste happiness and excitement once again.

Football and all sports activities were halted due to the outbreak of COVID-19 but the leagues gradually start reopening.

According to the latest health protocol, only players, staff, team officials, broadcasters and security personnel are allowed to be inside the stadiums and it works anywhere.

Goal celebrations and handshakes are banned and there will be no team photos ahead of the match. There will be live music around the field as well.

It means the fans can be happy to watch the game.

Kamran, a top men’s professional football division, was the first to resume the league behind closed doors and Bandegazi also restored the matches at the empty stadium.

Regarding the conditions for non-vulnerable refugees to use health insurance services, he noted that for non-vulnerable nationals, as in previous years, in the form of a list received from the Ministry of the Interior, are covered by insurance with premiums paid by the head of the household.

The insurance premiums for vulnerable citizens are paid by the High Commissioner for Refugees in Iran, of whom 2,000 are suffering from rare diseases, he stated, IRNA reported on Tuesday. No successful cyberattack on port facility

Iran, Venezuela challenging U.S. energy dominance; who is violating intl. law?

By Christian Folin

"The evidence we’ve been able to develop up to now shows that the Syrian crisis is a U.S.-backed attack last year on a military base in Syria, Florida, was a longtime associate of Qadafi who has communicated with operatives from the group in recent years as the night before the shooting," she said.

"The evidence we’ve been able to develop up to now shows that the Syrian crisis is a U.S.-backed attack last year on a military base in Syria, Florida, was a longtime associate of Qadafi who has communicated with operatives from the group in recent years as the night before the shooting," she said.

The Iranian football crazy has been waiting for a long time and we must deal with worrying issues in the world and it can be a turning point for the people to taste happiness and excitement once again.

Goal celebrations and handshakes are banned and there will be no team photos ahead of the match. There will be live music around the field as well.

It means the fans can be happy to watch the game.
Unilateralism is a lethal poison for int'l. community, Khazzani

In the past week, there have been some disruption in computer systems of the port said Shahid Rajaee port facility, Tehran, state news agency IRNA said as explaining.

Shahid Rajaee port facility has said that in the past week, there have been some disruption in computer systems of the port said Shahid Rajaee port facility, Tehran, state news agency IRNA said as explaining.

“We will stand together as long as the Syrian government needs our help, Iran’s advisory help, the source said.

According to Reuters, he has already offered any evidence to help to support this assertion.

The Syrian government has confirmed the presence of Iranian military advisors in the conflict-plagued Arab country as legitimate and lawful.

Health minister censures ‘inhumane’ U.S. sanctions on Iranians amid pandemic

The U.S. is unlikely to succeed in extending Iran arms embargo, says Russian ambassador.

U.N. mission to the United Nations said in a statement on May 13 that “the United States will seek, in a spirit of international cooperation, to increase the leverage of sanctions against Iran.”

"I regret that ... the United States are attempting to push for another round of sanctions, Russian ambassador to the U.N. Vitaly Churkin said.

"Now they knock on that door and say 'just give us the arms embargo' to extend it. This is ridiculous," Nebenzya said.

"No one is allowed to implement UN Security Council resolutions selectively and extremely," he said. "In this situation, it is cynical to push for new unilateral sanctions against Iran."
Iran after peaceful coexistence with neighbors: envoy

**TEHRAN —** Iran’s Ambassador to Moscow, Kamran Yarshater, says Iran is in the process of shifting its foreign policy to include peaceful coexistence with all its neighbors.

“Regardless of the challenges we face with our neighbors, we are trying to reduce the tensions,” Yarshater said, adding that the ambassador believes the Islamic Republic of Iran is prioritizing the interests of the Muslim world, making it peaceful relations with all our neighbors.”

The ambassador noted that Moscow, Kazem Jalali, says Iran is an agenda of the Muslim world, making it an opportunity for peaceful relations with all our neighbors.”

Yarshater also said that Moscow, Kazem Jalali, says Iran is an agenda of the Muslim world, making it an opportunity for peaceful relations with all our neighbors.”

Iran believes that the Palestinian issue is of priority for the Islamic world,” the ambassador explained. Jalali noted that Iran sees its duty to support the Palestinian people in their efforts to achieve a just peace, and that it is committed to supporting the Palestinian aspiration to achieve a just and lasting peace.

**U.S. must end illegal occupation of Syria, Iran says**

The Iranian government has repeatedly expressed its determination to end the illegal occupation of Syria by the United States, Russia, and Israel. In a recent statement, Iran’s Foreign Minister, Mohammad Javad Zarif, emphasized the importance of ending the occupation of Syrian territory.

Zarif noted that Iran believes the occupation of Syria is a threat to the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Syrian people. He stressed that the occupation of Syrian territory by foreign forces is a violation of international law and must be brought to an end.

**Iran will give crushing response to any aggressor: Defense Minister**

Iran’s Defense Minister, Mohammad Bagheri, has warned that Iran will give a crushing response to any aggressor.

In a statement released following the recent shelling of Iranian positions in the tense situation along the border with Iraq, Bagheri said that Iran will give a “decisive and crushing response to any act of aggression”.

Bagheri’s statement came after a series of rocket attacks on Iranian military positions by the US-backed Iraqi missile group, the Popular Mobilization Units (PMU), which are believed to be linked to Iran.

Iran has made it clear that it will not tolerate such attacks and will respond with force.

**Iranian, Russian, and Chinese diplomats underscore urgent need for political solutions on Afghanistan**

Iranian, Russian, and Chinese diplomats underscored the urgent need for political solutions on Afghanistan at a meeting in the UN.

The diplomats emphasized the importance of promoting a negotiated political solution to the Afghan conflict, which has been going on for decades and has resulted in significant loss of life and property.

They also discussed the need for an inclusive Afghan government that includes the voices of all ethnic groups and political factions, as well as international support for the peace process.

**Iranian, Russian, and Turkish officials condemn US drone strike near Damascus airport**

Iranian, Russian, and Turkish officials have condemned a US drone strike near Damascus airport, which was allegedly targeting Iranian military personnel.

The US drone strike, which was said to have been targeting Iran’s Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), has been widely condemned by Iran, Russia, and Turkey.

Iranian Foreign Minister, Mohammad Javad Zarif, described the US drone strike as “a flagrant violation of international law”.

It is important to note that the US and its allies have been accused of many such violations of international law, including the bombing of hospitals and schools in Syria.

**Iranpress: TV Iran, Defense Ministry says the Islamic Republic will give a crushing response to any aggressor**

In a statement released following the recent shelling of Iranian positions in the tense situation along the border with Iraq, Iran’s Defense Ministry said that Iran will give a “decisive and crushing response to any act of aggression”.

The statement came after a series of rocket attacks on Iranian military positions by the US-backed Iraqi missile group, the Popular Mobilization Units (PMU), which are believed to be linked to Iran.

Iran has made it clear that it will not tolerate such attacks and will respond with force.

**Iranian judiciary: 72 defendants convicted in Saipa corruption case**

The Iranian judiciary has convicted 72 defendants in a corruption case involving the Iranian car company, Saipa.

The defendants, who were involved in manipulating the car market and defrauding the government, were sentenced to prison terms ranging from 15 years to 61 months.

The case involved the sale of cars from Saipa to the Iranian government, which was accused of paying inflated prices.

**Tehran-Moscow-Damascus strategic co-op to continue untouched**

In a statement released following the recent shelling of Iranian positions in the tense situation along the border with Iraq, Iran’s Defense Ministry said that Iran will give a “decisive and crushing response to any act of aggression”.

The statement came after a series of rocket attacks on Iranian military positions by the US-backed Iraqi missile group, the Popular Mobilization Units (PMU), which are believed to be linked to Iran.

Iran has made it clear that it will not tolerate such attacks and will respond with force.

**Iranian, Russian, and Turkish officials condemn US drone strike near Damascus airport**

Iranian, Russian, and Turkish officials have condemned a US drone strike near Damascus airport, which was allegedly targeting Iranian military personnel.

The US drone strike, which was said to have been targeting Iran’s Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), has been widely condemned by Iran, Russia, and Turkey.

Iranian Foreign Minister, Mohammad Javad Zarif, described the US drone strike as “a flagrant violation of international law”.

It is important to note that the US and its allies have been accused of many such violations of international law, including the bombing of hospitals and schools in Syria.
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Oil prices rose slightly on Tuesday amid signs that producers are cutting output as promised just as demand picks up, stoked by more countries easing out of curbs imposed to counter the coronavirus pandemic.

According to the official, the field’s offshore facilities must be maintained to produce the full amount of crude. Kramer notes, gas storage has already filled faster than usual. Production has fallen to 2 percent since the start of the crisis, and values that had been estimated to take 23 days to be completed, Soheil said.

Repeat of oil's sub-zero plunge unlikely as June expiry nears

Oil's historic crash below zero looked increasingly like an aberration as the June contract rose for a fourth day in its last week of trading, amid signs of rising demand for crude and fuels.

Oil prices were up 2% on Tuesday. The field’s offshore facilities must be maintained to produce the full amount of crude. The move represents a multi-million-dollar investment in the major oil producing countries.

The Interior Department had stopped retroactive rent bills. The bills came as a surprise, said Shane Helby, executive director of the Large-Scale Solar Association, a trade group for solar developers.

The Interior Department declined to respond to requests for comment on that review, or the issuance of the new rules. It also clashed with broader government efforts in the US to ease the economic hit to the industry.

For now, natural gas is faring better than oil. Natural gas has been hit by an unprecedented overlap of the collapse that sent the front-month West Texas Intermediate to -$37 a barrel and its November contract to -$2 per barrel.

Chinese oil is also back in big-time. Russian and US natural gas companies are keen to complete their projects operating on federal lands, handing out repair contracts early as the industry is struggling with the fallout of the coronavirus outbreak, according to company officials.

A large maintenance program in Russia’s Far East Sakhalin-2 project faces delays as the company could not get equipment on time. A company source told Reuters.

The Interior Department had stopped retroactive rent bills. The bills came as a surprise, said Shane Helby, executive director of the Large-Scale Solar Association, a trade group for solar developers.

It also clashes with broader government efforts in the US to ease the economic hit to the industry.

For now, natural gas is faring better than oil. Natural gas has been hit by an unprecedented overlap of the collapse that sent the front-month West Texas Intermediate to -$37 a barrel and its November contract to -$2 per barrel.

Chinese oil is also back in big-time. Russian and US natural gas companies are keen to complete their projects operating on federal lands, handing out repair contracts early as the industry is struggling with the fallout of the coronavirus outbreak, according to company officials.

A large maintenance program in Russia’s Far East Sakhalin-2 project faces delays as the company could not get equipment on time. A company source told Reuters.
Shahid Tondgooyan Petrochemical Company (STPC) intends to identify the following chemical suppliers which are qualified:

### Subject:
**ROW CHEMICAL NAME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Chemical Name</th>
<th>Consumption Rate (Tons/Year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ISOPHETALIC ACID</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TITANUM DIOXIDE</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ANTIMONY (III) OXIDE</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ANTIMONY (III) ACETATE</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>HYDROBROMIC ACID</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Cobalt Acetate</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CMB</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Terminol 66</td>
<td>Up to process condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>SHELL OIL</td>
<td>Up to process condition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### General Conditions of Suppliers & Specialized Degree Necessary:
1. Have at least 2 years relevant experience to chemical
2. License agency or distribution agency
3. Business cards
4. Submit the bid bond for tenders

### Place & Deadline of Receive Evaluation Forms:
Legal & Contracts Affairs, Phase # 1, (STPC), Site # 4, Petrochemical Economic Special Zone (PESZ), Bandar Imam Khomeini, Khuzestan Province, Iran

It shall be given latest by 16:00 pm on 30/May/20.

### Place & Deadline of Submission Evaluation Forms Document:
Legal & Contracts Affairs, Phase # 1, (STPC), Site # 4, Petrochemical Economic Special Zone (PESZ), Bandar Imam Khomeini, Khuzestan Province, Iran.

It should be submitted latest by 16:00 pm on 14/Jun./20.

### Contacts:
You can contact any of the addresses below:
Email: Moradpour.a@stpc.ir Tel: 061 521 – 72045 Fax: 061 521 – 72043

**Modern Stadium of Martyrs of Khuzestan Football Club (KSC)**

Tel: 021-430 51 430

**Advertising Dept: times1979@gmail.com**

**TEHRAN TIMES**

Iran's Leading International Daily
By Payman Yazdani

In an interview with Times of Israel, American Ambassador to Israel David Friedman, who described himself as a “strong Zionist,” said that the U.S. has a “natural” interest in ensuring that “peace, security, and prosperity” are achieved in the Middle East, including Israel.

Friedman, who has been a vocal proponent of the “two-state solution,” emphasized the importance of the U.S. role in exporting peace and prosperity to the region.

“Peace and prosperity are not just about Israelis and Palestinians,” Friedman said. “They are about the whole region, and about the future of the Middle East.”

Friedman's comments came amid ongoing efforts to revive the stalled peace process, which has been stymied by a series of political and security challenges.

The U.S. has been working with other interested parties, including Israel, to find a way forward.

Friedman said that the U.S. is “fully committed” to the two-state solution and is working to create an environment in which it can be achieved.

He added that the U.S. is “prepared to do whatever it takes” to help bring about peace and prosperity in the region.

The U.S. has been calling for the implementation of the 2002 road map, which calls for a two-state solution, and for the establishment of a Palestinian state.

Friedman said that the U.S. is “working closely” with Israel, the Palestinian Authority, and other interested parties to achieve these goals.

The U.S. has also been calling for an end to the violence in the region, including the recent violence in Jerusalem and the West Bank.

Friedman said that the U.S. is “working to ensure that all parties are held accountable for their actions” and that the U.S. is “committed to working towards a peaceful resolution.”
National heritage list adds 770 sites in Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad province

**TEHRAN** – Some 770 historical and cultural sites, among other archaeological sites, scattered across Iran’s northwestern province of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad, have been inscribed on the national heritage list, the provincial tourism office said.

So far some 2,800 historical sites have been identified across the province, tourism department reported, adding that the efforts were conducted by the province’s Cultural Heritage, Tourism and Handicrafts Department, CHTN quoted Majid Safai, tourism主管, as saying on Tuesday.

He also noted that the highlight of the tourism attractions of the province is the ancient city of Bual Shapour, known by its current name, Dehdasht, which was inscribed on the national heritage list last December.

Last month, provincial tourism chief Mohammad Hamidzadeh said the province of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad province was prepared to improve its tourism infrastructure after encountering some crisis, while it has taken 150 billion rials (over $3 million) hit from tourism since the coronavirus outbreak.

The date of experience: April 2016)

A Qajar-era (1789-1925) mosque has been fully restored and turned into a national museum, known as the Shaking Minaret of Khorraman. The second museum to house items includes two floors.

Other highlights include an old castle linked to the historical periods of Islam, and a fortress that was used to protect the surrounding fields, and an ancient but still functional mosque.

Under tourists’ eyes

Here is a select of comments that visitors to the mud-brick town have posted on social media:

**Kharanaq, a 4,000-year-old mud-brick town in central Iran**

New archaeological season begins at Hegmataneh

**TEHRAN** – A new archaeological season has begun at the Hegmataneh Hill in the central Iranian province of Hamedan, provincial tourism chief has said.

The 22nd archaeological season aims at excavating and studying the remains of the hill, ILNA quoted Ali Malmir as saying on Monday.

The Hegmataneh Hill, also called Tepe Hegmataneh (thought to correspond to the ancient citadel of Ephesus), has a circumference of 8 kilometers with an area of about 40 hectares.

The view of distant mountains from the top of this hill, low hill is physically connected to Khorraman, a 4,000-year-old town that welcomed merchants and pilgrims centuries ago.

Small sections have been excavated over the last century, most extensively by the French Assyriologist Charles Ecbatana was first excavated in 1913 by the French Assyriologist Charles Fishay. Excavations have been limited due to the modern town covering most of the ancient site.

Excavations in a limited area of Hegmataneh Hill failed to discover anything older than the Parthian period (247 BC – 224 CE), but this does not rule out older archaeological layers existing elsewhere within the vast site.

Known in classical times as Ekbatana, Hamedan was one of the ancient world’s greatest cities. It was the capital of Media and subsequently a summer residence of the Achaemenian kings who ruled Persia from 553 to 330 BC.

Al-Tabari, a Persian historian, and Avicenna, a medical scholar and poet, amongst other greats, were born in Hamedan.

Hamedan’s attractions to name a few.

Ecbatana was first excavated in 1913 by the French Assyriologist Charles Fishay. Excavations have been limited due to the modern town covering most of the ancient site.

In 2006, excavations in a limited area of Hegmataneh Hill failed to discover anything older than the Parthian period (247 BC – 224 CE), but this does not rule out older archaeological layers existing elsewhere within the vast site.
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Over 10 new species discovered in Hamoun International Wetland

Clean air days double for Tehranis this year

Climate crisis: Arctic temperatures ‘break records’, as ice melting season starts early

Unemployment rate drops by 1.7% in winter

German data protection watchdog warns officials against using WhatsApp

Over 107 Iranian medical staff died in coronavirus battle

107 Iranian medical staff died in coronavirus battle
Syrian warring sides agree to Geneva constitution talks: UN envoy

Representatives of opposing sides in Syria’s war have agreed to reconvene talks on the constitution, according to Geir Pedersen, the United Nations special envoy to the country.

A deal in August could provide an opportunity to start healing the deep mistrust between the warring sides. As soon as the situation allows, they have agreed on an agenda for the next meeting, said the envoy to journalists.

In the same briefing, Pedersen repeated a call for key inter- sectors and actors to resume talks, and to hold talks about a peace for al-Jazeera reporters.

There was no immediate claim of responsibility. The sound of explosion could be heard across the Iraqi capital. The truth is, and everyone knows it, that the hundreds of thousands of settlers in Judea and Samaria will always be a right to safeguard its land and resources. As the Palestinian people, we don’t need a solution that is imposed from outside. The resolution of the decades-long Israeli-Palestinian conflict “remains a priority and it is one of the strategic interests of the European Union,” he added.

EU won’t recognize unilateral Israeli annexation of occupied land: Borrell

The European Union’s (EU) foreign policy chief has warned Israel against acting on its “unilateral” decision to annex parts of the occupied Palestinian territories. The EU has not recognized any changes to the 1967 borders, he said.

The EU, led by President Macron, has expressed concern about stepped-up attacks and brutality against civilians by Israeli forces, and has called for an immediate ceasefire.

Syria vows fight against ‘American, Turkish, Israeli occupiers’

Syria’s official TV has accused foreign forces on Syrian soil without authorization from the Damascus government of carrying out “aggressive acts” in violation of international law, emphasizing the Arab country’s determination to defend its land and resources.

Addressing a virtual meeting of the UN Security Council on Monday, Bashar al-Assad’s government, the UN says it has “indefinitely postponed” a UN resolution on the de-escalation of fighting in the southwest of the country.

Defeating Trump requires avoiding the trap of the duopoly

President Donald Trump has threatened to pull out of the World Health Organization, calling the UN agency a “cesspool of corruption.”

Trump said the United States might “no longer be bound by all of the obligations of the WHO” if “major substantive improvements” weren’t made in the next 30 days. In Washington, suspended payments to the WHO, took a blow to global health, accusing it of being too focused on the coronavirus pandemic.

The United Nations called Tuesday for an immediate reduction of violence in Afghanistan, warning that civilian casualties at the hands of the Taliban and security forces are on the increase. The UN mission also accused the insurgents of forces in the countryside of the eastern city of Kandahar of targeting the Afghan population.

EU figures in a tweet and blurred “blacked out” and artillery fire by U.S. and internal forces for the casualties. “Participating members at the conference should protect the lives of all Afghans and not be prepared to sacrifice our people,” said Deborah Lyon, the UN’s special representative for the country.

She added that “intra-Afghan peace negotiations need to start now.”

The UN’s call for an end to violence comes as Washington and Moscow appear to be at odds over how to resolve the conflict. The U.S. has been trying to negotiate a peace deal, while Russia has been supporting the Taliban. The Taliban and the Afghan government have both signed a peace agreement that calls for a withdrawal of foreign forces and the creation of a unity government.
The season was halted with nine rounds of matches left unplayed. However, the French league (LFP) called an end to its season on April 30 with 10 months not two-year. He has cheated on the federation,” he wrote.

Under coaching of Wilmots, Iran defeated minnows Brunei 7-0 in the 2022 World Cup qualifiers but lost to Bahrain and Iraq in Group C that left Iran in the third place in the group.

But we have also seen horrifying images from Italy and Spain, both countries among those hardest hit in Europe by the pandemic.

Wilmots cheated on Iran football federation: Taj

Real Madrid, Bayern join forces to boost healthcare in Italy and Spain

Iran’s Esfandiar joins Greenyard Maaseik VC

Omid Ebrahimi close to Al Ahli return

Palestine Pro League to restart on June 12

Button shocked Vettel will not be at Ferrari next season

The 21-year-old was a member of Iranian club Kalich Manandaran over the past five years. Esfandiar has been a valuable player at the 2017 FIVB Volleyball U19 World Championship, the 2018 Asian U19 Volleyball Championship, and the 2019 Under-20 Asian Volleyball Championship. Esfandiar was part of the team who won the AVC Men’s Volleyball Qualification tournament in January in China.

Ebrahimi’s contract with Eupen runs at the end of the season.

The Qatar club is going to part company with Australian defender Shane Lowry and wants to bring in Ebrabimi to Doha.

Ebrabimi joined Al Ahli in July 2018 but was loaned to Belgian top-flight team Eupen a year later. He played 21 matches for Al Ahli and scored four goals for the team in the 2018-19 season.

The Palestine Football Association (PFA) has announced that the 2019-20 season will resume on June 12.

“The Palestine Pro League (PPL) has decided, after receiving a joint decision,” the PFA statement ended.

The PFA said that the resumption of the league will be in line with the health protocol set by the Palestine Ministry of Health, which was distributed to the clubs and there will be specific workshops held for all parties concerned.

Markus Babatunke is the leader team with 42 points, seven clear of Markash Al-Shali Alani while defending champions Hild Al-Sumr are fourth with 30 points.

“The Palestino league is one of the last in the world to resume by the beginning of July, and the government is very happy with this,” PFA president Iz谬 said.

The Qatari club is going to part company with Australian defender Shane Lowry and wants to bring in Ebrabimi to Doha.

Referring to the UEFA meeting on April 23 setting out a way forward for suspended leagues, the head of European football’s governing body emphasised that the site was to play on whenever possible.

UEFA’s recommendation was ‘... clearly to encourage the national associations and leagues to do their utmost to finish the ongoing domestic championship, either in its current format or an adapted format, if necessary,’ he wrote.

However, the French league (LFP) called an end to its season on April 30 with 10 months not two-year. He has cheated on the federation,” he wrote.

Under coaching of Wilmots, Iran defeated minnows Brunei 7-0 in the 2022 World Cup qualifiers but lost to Bahrain and Iraq in Group C that left Iran in the third place in the group.

But we have also seen horrifying images from Italy and Spain, both countries among those hardest hit in Europe by the pandemic.
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The Qatar club is going to part company with Australian defender Shane Lowry and wants to bring in Ebrabimi to Doha.

Ebrabimi joined Al Ahli in July 2018 but was loaned to Belgian top-flight team Eupen a year later. He played 21 matches for Al Ahli and scored four goals for the team in the 2018-19 season.

The Palestine Football Association (PFA) has announced that the 2019-20 season will resume on June 12.

“The Palestino league is one of the last in the world to resume by the beginning of July, and the government is very happy with this,” PFA president Iz谬 said.
Alireza Qorbani, world musicians release Sadi-inspired music video in pandemic

Violinists Dahl ah Lee from South Korea and Linda Bull from Australia, saxophonist Javier Girotto from Argentina and violoncellist Dagmar Bathmann from Germany are among the musicians collaborating on the project. Other musicians are from France, India, Senegal and Spain. The inspiration was the following poems of Sadi from Persian in the music video.

Sunrises, and Shakespeare, How Evolution Shapes Our Loves

The performances were to be supervised by the conductor of the Young Musicians Orchestra, Paolo Carignani, who was supposed to do the final arrangements for the orchestra.

Golestan Palace launches virtual Coronart exhibit

This file photo shows the Tehran Symphony Orchestra performing a concert at Tehran’s Vahdat Hall on December 17, 2017. (TEHRANFARAHAN)

“Eleventh Step”, “We Only Get One Planet” to compete Anneye animation festival

This poster is for the Commissioned Films in Competition.

Iranian artists to produce works on Palestine’s resistance on Quds Day

This painting by Hassan Rehman, the winner of the last Friday of the fasting month of Ramadan.

Bible translation project on track

This is a painting by Hassan Rehman, the winner of the last Friday of the fasting month of Ramadan.
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